
 

A pretty awesome game. I'll just leave this here. Yours, Pika-chan

The air ride is awesome and it's a pretty awesome game as well as the world that kirby creates with his little friends is also really
awesome and such a cutesy adorable sense of fun!!! I think you should download this today I'm sure you will enjoy it! It is so
much fun and for all ages so give it a try. Trust me, you don't want to miss out on this! Yours, Pika-chan! 

Please note: The first 100 words of these posts were used by Widget from Pixlr. com from their screen-cap of their forums.

Reviews from Nintendo Life "It's a cute adventure that's for sure." - Levi Buchanan, Nintendo Life "Kirby's Air Ride is a lot of
fun, even if the time spent with it is relatively short." - Michael Jackson, Nintendo Life "Kirby's Air Ride is a short but
incredibly fun ride that will have you coming back for more." - Alex Navarro, Nintendo Life 

Reviews from GameTrailers "This downloadable Wii title may not be as big as Super Mario Galaxy or Zelda: Skyward Sword,
but it is certainly an extremely enjoyable experience." - T.J. Deci, GameTrailers "This may be a small title for the Wii, but it's
big on entertainment." - Sean Finnegan, GameTrailers "Kirby's Air Ride is a solid title that should satisfy those looking for a
new experience from the pink puffball." - Kevin VanOrd, GameTrailers 

Reviews from Nintendo World Report "There's not much here to keep you going for an extended period of time, but what is
offered is a good time for a good price. It's just a shame it couldn't be more than that." - Thomas Obungen, Nintendo World
Report 

Reviews from Wii Fanboy "Kirby's Air Ride is a very fun little racing game that is great for what it is worth. It has some cool
tracks and some cool modes to play with." - Chad Stewart , Wii Fanboy (8/10)

Reviews from Gamers' Temple Gaming Reviews, Blog and Media "This title will appeal to anyone who is or was a fan of the
franchise. You don't even need to like racing games to enjoy this, as the different levels and characters will entertain both casual
and veteran gamers alike. - Lance Roberts, Gamers' Temple Gaming Reviews 

Reviews from GameSpot "Kirby's Air Ride has a lot of the same flaws that games in the genre have, but it's an enjoyable
experience for fans of the franchise, and there are only so few options on WiiWare. If you have access to a Wii system or are
interested in trying out Kirby's Air Ride , now is as good a time as any." - Jeff Gerstmann, GameSpot 

Reviews from IGN "This is about as close as Kirby fans will get to playing through all three of his games on one disc.
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